
Week of May 14,  2017 

 
 
Q Series: Week 4 

 
MAKING IT PERSONAL: 
Although during this sermon series, hell is being presented as an academic 
topic, we acknowledge that this is a heart-breaking concept and topic for 
many, including apparently God Himself. Most people either avoid the 
topic or fear that God isn’t good. Which way do you tend to drift?  
 
NOTE: There’s no way around this: if you look at the doctrine of hell 
long enough, it’s just not fun.  You start to see that if we choose not to 
let Jesus be King it will result in terrible things.  The Biblical story is - in 
part - a record of what mankind trying to do life without God looks 
like.  One word of pastoral help: people can get lost in the details of 
some other person’s eternal destiny - will so-and-so be in 
Heaven?  What will God do with them?  This just isn’t that 
helpful.  First off, we don’t have any idea what other people’s internal 
relationship with God is like.  And secondly, it’s not our business.  It’s 
between them and God.  It’s not our mail top open (John 21:22).  So 
try to refocus people on their own relationship with God. 
 
QUESTION 2: 
Do you agree that moral freedom (there can be no love without freedom) 
demands that there is a hell?  
 
NOTE: This quote from CS Lewis is chilling, and it bears 
repeating.  “Hell begins with a grumbling mood, always complaining, 
always blaming others … but you are still distinct from it. You may 
even criticize it in yourself and wish you could stop it. But there may 
come a day when you can no longer. Then there will be no you left to 
criticize the mood or even to enjoy it, but just the grumble itself, going 
on forever like a machine. It’s not a question of God ‘sending’ us to 
hell. In each of us there is something growing up which will of itself be 
hell unless it is nipped in the bud by Jesus.”   
 
QUESTION 3: 
Do you agree that forgiveness (there can be no forgiveness if there’s no 
actual penalty) demands that there is a hell?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Q SERIES NOTE: 
During this series, we’ll take an honest look at some difficult topics. These 
questions are designed for Life Groups, and to spur on discussion about the 
content of the sermon with people you’re doing life with.  
 
GETTING STARTED: 
What is a food that you absolutely hate?    
 
NOTE: This is just meant to be a fun opening question.  Also, 
asparagus is awful.  
 
DIVING IN: 
This weekend, we listened to Steve talk about the topic of hell. What most 
stood out to you in this teaching?    
 
NOTE: It might be helpful to think about these two weeks on hell as 
Part 1 and Part 2.  Last week’s talk by Joshua Ryan Butler about hell 
was Part 1, where JRB basically challenged unBiblical caricatures of 
hell that have been widely presented in our culture and got us to swivel 
our heads to examine the RIGHT QUESTION, which was the whole 
Heaven + Earth coming together narrative that’s so present in the 
Biblical story.  That being said, JRB’s talk, though a helpful and 
necessary corrective, was light on the reality of hell.  “Marry me or go 
your own way” is correct, but there are terrible and awful ramifications in 
humans when they choose this path.  This week, we take a long, 
uncomfortable look at this reality.    
 
What questions or thoughts did the message stir up in you?  
 
QUESTION 1: 
Steve gave a description of hell as it being the removal of everything 
good  (personal relationships, meaning, smell, color and taste). What 
thoughts come to you regarding that description? 
 
NOTE: It might be helpful  
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FINAL ACTIVITY: 
Read 2 Samuel 14:14 and 2 Peter 3:9.  
 
NOTE: These verses can help calm the nervous heart of people who 
are highly compassionate, and for whom hell appears like a violation of 
God’s goodness.  We must always remind each other that God is good, 
and that He is FOR us and has done ALL that is necessary on His end 
to heal us and rescue us.  These verses pound that truth home.  
 
Who is someone that you know and love who is going their own way and 
rejecting the offer of Jesus?  
Take time as a group to pray for each of those people. 
 
NOTE: This is where it gets personal and difficult.  We all have people 
we love who are not allowing Jesus in their lives.  Sometimes, it 
unleashes the hell of addiction and brokenness.  Sometimes, it’s worse: 
their lives go swimmingly and they don’t seem to have any need for 
God at all.  Regardless, carefully navigate the emotions of this prayer 
time, reminding people to pray and involve God in these scenarios.  
 
NOTE: We’ve now spent two weeks on the topic of hell. What questions 
about this topic are you still wrestling with? Take time to email them to 
questions@westgatechurch.org. Our pastoral staff will review them, and 
your question might get addressed at the end of the “Q” series during our 
Q&A panel.  
 
NOTE: Just a reminder to have your folks send in their questions.  We 
look at all of them!  


